Zero-point confinement in a suitable trap is briefly discussed as a quantum-mechanical equivalent of the classical single particle at rest in free space. So far, such confinement has been realized, Fig.1 , only for the 150 GHz cyclotron motion in geonium, a single electron permanently confined in a Penning trap. The most important result of stored ion spectroscopy is a new, 10 000 times smaller, radius for the electron, R < 10-20 cm 
Zero-point confinement in a suitable trap is briefly discussed as a quantum-mechanical equivalent of the classical single particle at rest in free space. So far, such confinement has been realized, Fig.1 , only for the 150 GHz cyclotron motion in geonium, a single electron permanently confined in a Penning trap. The most important result of stored ion spectroscopy is a new, 10 000 times smaller, radius for the electron, R < 10-20 cm For a particle charge e this motion produces the correct spin magnetism of one particle magneton, e ~ 12M c. The less a near-Dirac particie of finite radius R looks like a point in relation to its Zitter-Bewegung radius ~C' the more does its g-factor deviate from the Dirac value 2. We now claim that for ~ near-Dirac particle g -2 will be ~ 3.6 when R equals ~ ~C' as ie the case for the proton. binear extrapolation gives R I ~C ~ Igexp-gqedI/3.6 ~ 10-1 for the electron. Fig.4 Mini-Synchro-Cyclotron. As in the anharmonic oscillator. the cyclotron resonance frequency is pushed ahead when the drive frequency is slowly swept to lower values, and the kinetic energy increases. Via the Kaufmann-Einstein effect or relativistic mass shift the electron mass increases in proportion, and the cylotron resonance frequency drops correspondingly. Detection of this mass increase is via axial frequency shift.
